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NEW QUESTION: 1
For FortiGate devices equipped with Network Processor (NP) chips, which are true? (Choose
three.)
A. Sessions for policies that have a security profile enabled can be NP offloaded.
B. For each new IP session, the first packet always goes to the CPU.
C. The kernel does not need to program the NPU. When the NPU sees the traffic, it determines
by itself whether it can process the traffic
D. When the last packet is sent or received, such as a TCP FIN or TCP RST signal, the NP returns
this session to the CPU for tear down.
E. Once offloaded, unless there are errors, the NP forwards all subsequent packets. The CPU
does not process them.
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which method must a network engineer use to upgrade the BIOS firmware or a Cisco UCS
standalone C- Series rack-mount server?
A. Use the Cisco host upgrade utility.
B. Use the Cisco hardware upgrade utility.
C. Use the U-ACPI Interface.
D. Use the Cisco host firmware policy.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement about a virtual SNR DN-configured Cisco Unified Communications Manager
Express-enabled Cisco IOS router is true?
A. The SNR feature can only be invoked if the virtual SNR DN is associated with at least one
registered IP phone.
B. A call that arrived before a virtual SNR DN is associated with a registered phone, and still
exists after association is made, but cannot be answered from the phone.
C. Calls in progress can be pulled back from the phone that is associated with the virtual SNR
DN.
D. Virtual SNR DN supports either SCCP or SIP IP phone DNs.

E. A virtual SNR DN is a DN that is associated with multiple registered IP phones.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Mid-calls are either of the following:
Calls that arrive before the DN is associated with a registered phone and is still present after the
DN is associated with the phone.
Calls that arrive for a registered DN that changes state from registered to virtual and back to
registered.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucme/admin/configuration/guide/c
meadm/c mesnr.html
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